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4 August 2010, by Pascal Malosse, Translated by Kirsty Chetcuti

On the night of 18th May 2010, the German government took revolutionary measures: the banning of bare sales. It’s the first real public response since the trigger of the economic crisis, which was really caused by this origin. The banning of open sales (that is, the fall of bets) in bare position (that is, by a (...)
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Who are we?

• The New Federalist (TNF) is part of an online multilingual platform of magazines founded in 2005, entirely run by enthusiastic volunteers.

• This platform currently consists of 4 language editions: French (taurillon.org), English (thenewfederalist.eu), German (treffpunkteuropa.de) and Italian (eurobull.it).

• Around 90,000 visitors every month from all around the world! Already 3 million visitors since 2005.

• The English version is managed by the TNF Editorial Board in cooperation with the Young European Federalists (JEF-Europe).
What is our purpose?

- inform the readers about the complex aspects and challenges of European affairs.

- provide a federalist analysis of European news.

- bring under the limelight significant events scarcely covered by the other European media.
Get involved with the TNF!

Are you interested in...

- **writing about European affairs** and sharing your thoughts with a broader public?
- **engaging in discussions** with other Europeans?
- making a **political analysis** of the challenges Europe faces and contributing to finding solutions?
- **using and improving your language skills** in a European project?
- **strengthening your CV** with your involvement and your interest for European affairs?
- **choosing the rhythm** and the amount of work?
Get involved with the TNF!

• Contact us on 1 email address: tnf@jef.eu and let us know how you’d like to contribute.

• There are 3 ways to get involved:
  1) Become a journalist
  2) Become a translator
  3) Become an editor

• The TNF is constantly looking for contributions from writers as well as new and active people to join its dynamic team!
1) Become a journalist

• **Suggest a topic** for an article and **submit your article** on tnf@jef.eu. Spontaneous articles are always welcome!

• You can indicate your interest to receive in regular intervals our **Call for Articles** in which we suggest a number of topics that need to be covered.

• More information as well as the **Guidelines for Authors** can be found on www.jef.eu/activities/webzine-tnf.
How to write an article?

• Writing for online magazines is slightly different than writing for offline publications. The articles need to be **shorter, more precise and more interactive** as in a printed magazine.

• **Approximately 700 words** (about 1 ½ page)

• Articles can be about a variety of different topics, but they should fit into one of the categories of the webzine (see online). Furthermore, there should be some **relation to the EU or Europe** within the article.

• Although the expressing of personal opinions is highly appreciated, authors should stick to **general ethics of journalism**. This includes mentioning of the used sources, a professional use of language and refraining from using insulting or rude language.
2) Become a translator

- You should speak **English proficiently** plus at least one of the other languages in which the online magazine is currently published: French, German and Italian.

- **You can decide which articles** to translate from one of the language versions, in cooperation with the Editorial Board of the TNF, and submit them to tnf@jef.eu.

- You can also indicate your interest on this e-mail address in case you want to receive in regular intervals our **Call for Articles** to be translated.
3) Become an editor!

If you...

• are eager to improve your first-hand knowledge of the European institutions and policies while refining your **editorial and writing skills**?
• want to become active in leading the **editorial line**, **elaborating calls for articles**, **reviewing** the submitted articles and **planning** the editorial schedule?
• have past experience with the TNF or are interested in pursuing a career in journalism and you would like to contribute to the **coordination of the work of the Editorial Board**?

=> Contact us on tnf@jef.eu!
Promote the TNF via different media

• Join us via social networks:
  ▫ Facebook: www.facebook.com/pages/thenewfederalist/
  ▫ Twitter: http://twitter.com/tnf_webzine

• Display the TNF logo on your website or blog:
  ▫ Simply copy and paste any of the following codes into the HTML of your website, blog or any other site that you can edit the HTML of.
    <a href="http://www.thenewfederalist.eu/"> <img src="http://jef.communicate-europe.co.uk/uploads/RTEmagicC_tnf-logosmall.png" border="0" /></a>
Thank you for your attention!
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